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ABSTRACT
An analogue of the Schwarz problem for the Moisil – Teodorescu system is considered
in a multiply connected domain D. It is shown that this problem is Fredholm in the
Holder class C (D).
Keywords: Moisil – Teodorescu system, Schwarz problem, Cauchy type integral,
singular integral equation
Let a domain D be bounded by the connected smooth surface 10,,1  С . Let us
consider the Moisil – Teodorescu system [1] in this domain for a forth-component vector
),,(),,( 3211 vvvvvu  written in the form
0,0 1  ugradvrotvdiv (1)
It is well known that these components u1 and vi are harmonic functions. An analogue of
the Schwarz problem is the following: to find a solutions )(),( 1 DCvu  of (1) under
boundary value conditions
,,11 gnvfu   (2)
Where the sign + is point out the boundary value, ),,( 321 nnnn  is the unit external
vector and nv  denotes the inner product.
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If the domain D is homeomorphic to a ball then this problem is investigated in detail by
V.I.Shevchenko [2, 3]. Another approach which is based on an integral representation of
special type was described in [4, 5]. In particular the following result is valid in this
case. The homogeneous problem (1), (2) has only trivial solutions, but the
nonhomogeneous one is solved if and only if the right- hand side (f1; g) satisfies to one
orthogonality condition.
The case of multiply connected domain has its own characteristics. It is well known [6],
that every connected smooth closed surface is homeomorphic to sphere with m handles.
In particular the domain D is homeomorphic to a ball for m = 0 ant it is homeomorphic
to a torus for m = 1.
The work was supported by International Project (3492.ГФ4) Ministry of Education and
Science of Kazakhstan Republic; Project 1.7311.2017/БЧ Russian Federation
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Theorem 1. Let the surface D is homeomorphic to sphere with m handles and
belong to the class ,1C . Then a dimension of the space of solutions of homogeneous
problem (1), (2) is equal to m.
Proof. Let ),( 1 vu be a solution of homogeneous problem (1), (2). Since the function 1u is
harmonic in the domain D, then 01 u and the second equality (2) becomes rot v = 0.
Hence, in each simply-connected subdomain DD 0 the function v can be defined as
grad 0w of some function 0w , which is harmonic by virtue of the first equality of (2). If
1D is another simply-connected subdomain D with the correspondence representation v
= grad 1w , then 10 ww  is a local constant function on the open set 10 DD  . On the
whole multiply – connected domain D the harmonic function w such that v = grad w is
multiply – valued function. It follows from the second equality of (2) that
.0
 
n
w (3)
To avoid the multiply connectedness of the domain D let us consider its cuts. By
definition the cut is a simply – connected smooth surface DR  with smooth boundary
L , such that LR  . Under assumption there exist disjoint cuts R1 ,…, Rm, such
that the set
,...RRRR,\DD m1R 
is a simply connected domain. In this domain the function w is a single-valued and its
boundary values satisfy the relation
,1,|)( micww iRi   (4)
with some constants ic . Nevertheless equalities 0...1  mcc indicate that w is univalent
function. So it is harmonic in the whole domain D, while in a view of (3) this is possible
only if w is constant. These arguments prove that the space of solutions of the
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homogeneous problem is finite dimensional space and its dimension doesn’t exceed m.
In fact this dimension is equal to m exactly. Indeed it is suffciently to
prove that the problem (3), (4) with additional condition
0





 
R
n
w
n
w
, (5)
is always solved in the domain RD . It is easily to establish with help of the Dirichlet
integral. Let )ˆ(2,1
R
DW denote a space of all functions  such that for every Lipschitzian
subdomain RDD 0 the restriction 0|D belongs to the Sobolev space )( 02,1 DW .
Obviously there exist one-sided boundary values )(2 RL for elements of this space.
It is proved by usual way [7] that the minimum of the integral
 D dxgradD 2||)( 
in the class )ˆ(2,1
R
DW , satisfying (4) gives a generalized solution of the problem
(3)–(5). In fact this solution is classic that complete the proof.
Let us consider a question on Fredholm property of the problem (1), (2). This question is
solved with the help of an integral operator I which acts for two-vector-valued functions
)(),( 21  С by the formula
 
  Dxydyxy
ynxyxu ,)(||
)()(
2
1)( 2131  ,
  

   ,)(||
)](,[
2
1)(||2
1)( 213223 ydyxy
ynxyydy
xy
xyxv 



(6)
where d2y is the square element and brackets imply the vector product. Note that the first
equality of this formula is the potential of double layer of the Laplace operator.
Lemma 1. The function Ivu ),( 1 is a solution of (1), under assumption ,1C the
operator I is bounded   0),()( DCC , and the following boundary value
formula
 
  0213
0
0
0101 ,)(||
)()(
2
1)()( yydy
yy
ynyyyyu 

 ,
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  

   ,)(||
)](,[
2
1)(||2
1)()()( 213
0
0
223
0
0
0020 ydyyy
ynyyydy
yy
yyynyyv 




holds where the integrals of the right-hand side of the second equality are singular in the
sense of the limits of the integrals over }|{| 0  yy as 0 .
Proof. The system (1) can be written in the form

















0
0
0
0
)(,0)(
123
132
231
321




Mxu
x
M , (7)
for the forth component vector u(x) = (u1, v1, v2, v3). It is known that the matrix-valued
function 3||/)(M xx ; where T is the symbol of matrix transformation is the
fundamental solution of this system. So for every forth- component vector
)(),...,( 41  C the generalized Cauchy type integral [8]



 ,,)()]([||
)()(
2
1))(( 230 xydyynMxy
ynxyMxI 

 (8)
defines a solution of (7). Here n(y) is the external unit normal to  at the point y. It is
known [8] that if  satisfies the Holder condition and  belongs to Lyapunov type then
there exists the boundary value
 

0
,
0 ),(lim)(
0
yxuyu
Dxyx
,
and the following analogue Plemelj – Sokhotskyii formula




 ,)()]([||
)(
2
1))((, 23
0
0
0
** ydyynM
yy
yyMyIuu 

 (9)
is valid. As it is shown in [5] under assumption 10,,1  C the operator 0I is
bounded   0),()( DCC .
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Putting ),( 21 n  , we can see that ),()( 12 nnM   and
]),[,)(()()( 121 nnnMM   . Substituting these expressions into (8), (9), we
complete the proof.
Denote by S the operator of the boundary value problem (1), (2). By lemma 1 the
composition of this operator with I gives the formula
2221212211111 )(,)(  KKSIKSI  ,
where ijK are the correspondent integral operators on  with weak singularities. As it is
proved in [9], these operators are compact in the space   0),(C . Since by the
known Riesz theorem [10] the operator 1 + K is Fredholm one and its index is equal to
zero. In particular the image im (1 + K) = im (SI) of this operator in the space )(C
has a finite ko-dimension. Since )(SIimS  the image of the operator S has the same
property. Together with theorem 1 it follows that the problem (1), (2) is Fredholmian.
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